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Jim Whitaker
Queensland
Chair

Welcome to our 4th edition of your Quarterly
Newsletter – thanks to you they are getting better each
time!
Keep those pics and short write ups coming for us to
include– we are all western dressage family and we
love to see what you all have been getting up to. J

Margaret
Augerinos
Victoria
Secretary

There have been a couple of small changes on the
Board with our Treasurer position being taken on by
board member Julie Sain, and a few admin changes to
share the load more evenly in our everyday running of
WDA-AUS.

Paula Byrne
Queensland
Judge Portfolio

State News
Julie Sain
Queensland
Treasurer

The Western Dressage Association of Western
Australia held its summer sanctioned show on 24
February and also their state show on 14 April. Both
shows were held at the indoor arena at Foxwood
Farm.

Stacey Locastro
Queensland
Communications

Twenty two tests were ridden at the summer show
and eighteen at the state show with tests including
Intro, Basic, Level 1 and 3.
The summer show was held on a typical Perth summer
day with not a cloud in the sky and the temperature
rising to 31◦C.

Pamela Nelson
Western Australia

The weather was a milder 23◦C for the state show with
an unseasonal short but heavy shower of rain during
the event which made it difficult for a rider to hear her
caller.
Kim Maclean
Western Australia

Karen Waddell was thrilled to receive the highest
points at Intro level at both shows riding her buckskin
Quarter horse Tacoen Lord Lennie and was runner up
at Basic level at the summer show.
Kim Maclean riding her buckskin Quarter horse My
Kid Rock was the high point winner at the summer
show and at the state show. Miriam Connor received
the high point award at Basic level riding her stock
horse Qualia Radiant.

For further information visit our website
www.westerndressage.com.au
Please send all newsletter ideas and photos to
westerndressageaustralia@gmail.com

Beth Noble was high point winner of Level 1 at both
shows riding her Anglo Arabian gelding Krystelle Park
Mercury Rising.
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At the state show Liz Tollarzo rode two Level 3 tests
on her talented warmblood gelding Wandiera
Rembrant and gave us all something to aspire to.

Beth Noble riding a level 1 test at the state show
Image courtesy of Secret Woman’s Business Photography

Karen Waddell was thrilled with her ribbons from the summer
sanctioned show

Article © 2018 by Lyn Hoffmann,
with Vivian Wearing
What you need to know to train your horse and
compete in Western Dressage. Tests are ridden in a
Standard (20 x 60m) and Small (20 x 40m) arena.
Rider Position and Communication
(Training Tip) be smooth with your hands and legs
when applying your aids. Breathe. Look where you are
going without tilting your head or carrying it forward
in front of your body. Keep your hands steady and
forward in the jog but have a following contact in the
walk and lope, allowing your horse to continue to use
his neck and head to balance, whilst maintaining a
collected frame applicable to his level of training.
Practise ‘two point’ position regularly when training,
to establish and maintain a steady and connected
lower leg. Let your shoulders relax and slide down you
back not your chest. Have a family member or friend
video your training sessions and competitions as a
way of self-improvement.
Karen Waddell riding a Basic test at the state show
Image Courtesy of Secret Woman’s Business Photography

All the movements should be obtained with
imperceptible aids and with no apparent effort from
the rider. The rider should be well-balanced, elastic,
sitting deep in the centre of the saddle letting the core
muscles smoothly absorb the movement of the horse,
having supple thighs with the legs steady and
stretched well down. The heels should be the lowest
point. The upper part of the body should be upright.
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The light contact of the rider’s hands should be
independent of the rider’s seat. The hands should be
carried with a straight line from the elbow though the
hand to the horse’s mouth. The elbows should be close
to the body.

maintained and the poll is the highest point. The hind
legs are engaged with good flexion of the joints. The
step at the collected walk is the shorter than the
working walk and shows greater activity while
maintaining regular sequence.

Quiet use of the voice and limited clicking of the
tongue is permitted.

JOG
1) The jog is a two-beat gait of alternating diagonal
legs separated by a moment of lift to create the
two-beat gait. The jog should show free, active and
regular steps.
2) The quality of the jog is judged by the regularity
and cadence of steps.
3) Excessive speed or slowness shall be penalized.

Touching the horse in front of the saddle as a reward
is permitted.
The Western Dressage Gaits
The Gaits in western dressage are Walk, Jog & Lope.

The following paces at jog are recognised:

WALK

Working Jog – The horse displays proper balance with
lightness and moves forward with even and defined
steps. The horse’s nose should be slightly in front of
the vertical and the poll is at the highest point. The
working jog can be ridden either posting or sitting.

1) The walk is a well-marked four beat marching gait
in a regular cadence and with regular intervals
between each beat. This regularity combined with
full relaxation must be maintained throughout all
the walk movements.
2) When the foreleg and the hind leg on the same side
swing forward almost at the same time, the walk
has a lateral rhythm. This irregularity is a serious
fault of the gait.

Free Jog – The horse maintains the same rhythm and
tempo as the working jog, but the horse is asked to
stretch forward, down and into the contact. The poll
should be lower than the withers with the nose well in
front of the vertical. The free jog may be ridden either
posting or sitting.

The following paces at the walk are recognised:
Working Walk – A clear, regular and unconstrained
walk of moderate length. The horse walks
energetically but relaxed with even and determined
steps. The rider maintains a light, soft and steady
contact with the mouth, allowing the natural
movement of the neck and head. The horse’s nose
should be slightly in front of the vertical and the poll is
at the highest point.

Lengthening of stride at the Jog – Without rushing, and
with good balance, the horse goes freely forward with
increased ground cover in the same tempo as the
working jog. The horse’s nose should be slightly in
front of the vertical and the poll is at the highest point.
Lengthening of stride at the jog may be ridden either
posting or sitting with the exception of Level 3 and
above, which must be ridden sitting.
Collected Jog – The horse, remaining in acceptance of
contact, moves forward in a two-beat gait with uphill
tendency showing clear self-carriage. The head
approaches the vertical position and a light contact is
maintained and the poll is the highest point. Although
the horse’s steps are shorter than in the other jogs,
lightness and cadence are not lessened. The collected
jog must be ridden sitting.

Free Walk – The free walk is a pace of relaxation in
which the horse is allowed complete freedom to lower
and stretch out his neck and head. The horse should
maintain the same rhythm and tempo as the working
walk, but is asked to stretch forward, down into the
contact. The poll should be slightly lower than the
withers with the horse’s nose well in front of the
vertical. The amount of ground covered and the length
of strides, are essentials to the quality of the free walk.

LOPE

Lengthening of strides at the Walk – Without rushing,
and with good balance, the horse goes freely forward
with increased ground cover in the same tempo as the
working walk. The horse’s nose should be slightly in
front of the vertical and the poll is at the highest point.

1) The lope is a three-beat gait with a moment of lift
before the next stride begins.
2) The quality of the lope is judged by the regularity
and lightness of the steps. Cadence originates from
the acceptance of the contact with a supple poll and
the engagement of the hindquarters.
3) Excessive speed or slowness must be penalized.

Collected Walk – The horse, remaining in acceptance
of the contact, moves resolutely forward with uphill
tendency showing clear self-carriage. The head
approaches the vertical position and a light contact is

The following paces at the lope are recognised:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Working Lope – The horse shows balance while
remaining in acceptance of the contact with lightness
and goes forward with even and active strides. The
quality of the working lope originates from a supple
back, well-engaged hindquarters, and the ability to
maintain the same rhythm and natural balance. The
horse’s nose should be slightly in front of the vertical
and the poll is at the highest point.

Figures

Free Lope – The horse maintains the same rhythm as
the working lope, but is asked to stretch forward,
down and into the contact. The poll should be lower
than the withers with the nose in front of the vertical.

The figures in Western Dressage tests are circles,
serpentines and figure eights.
Circle – The circle may have varying diameters
specifically, 8, 10, 15 and 20 metres.
(Training Tip) Make sure the horse stays on twotracks, that is, the back feet stay in line with the front
feet, bent round the inside leg, the bend reflecting the
size of the circle and the horses ears staying level,
demonstrating that the horse’s shoulders are even and
balanced.

Lengthening of strides at the Lope – Without rushing,
and with good balance, the horse goes freely forward
with increased ground cover in the same tempo as the
working lope. The horse’s nose should be slightly in
front of the vertical and the poll is at the highest point.
Collected Lope – The horse, remaining in acceptance of
contact, moves forward in a three-beat gait with uphill
tendency showing clear self-carriage. The head
approaches the vertical position and a light contact is
maintained and the poll is the highest point. Although
the horse’s steps are shorter than in the other lopes,
lightness and cadence are not lessened.

Serpentines
(Training Tip) Practice these with and without
changes of bend, this will keep your horse from
anticipating and lead to some of the more advanced
movements.
Figure Eight
(Training Tip) when changing the bend, allow your
horse a moment of straightness, this will give him time
to stay balanced while you signal for the new bend.

Very Collected Lope – The purpose of the very
collected lope is to prepare the horse for the working
half-pirouette. The horse should demonstrate clear
collected strides of the lope that have the appearance
of upward steps while maintaining the three-beat
footfall of the lope. The horse’s hocks are engaged and
the balance of the horse enables the forehand to be
light. The poll is the highest point and the face nears
the vertical.

Movements
Halt
(Training Tip) the horse should halt with the back
feet first, then the front feet, demonstrating uphill and
forward tendencies. Practice maintaining the halt,
giving your horse time to relax. Work towards square
halts and not dropping behind the contact.

Transitions and Changes of Direction
Transitions
The changes of gait and pace should be clearly shown
when the rider’s shoulder is at the prescribed maker;
they must be smooth and not abrupt.

Rein Back
(Training Tip) Make sure your horse is equally
responsive to both legs, allowing you to keep him
straight.

Changes of Direction
During the changes of direction, the bend of the
horse’s body should adjust to the curvature of the line
it follows, remaining supple and following the aids of
the rider, without any resistance or change of gait,
rhythm or speed. Corners should be ridden so that the
horse maintains balance and regularity of gaits.

Counter-Lope
(Training Tip) Start by riding shallow loops off the
long side of the arena in lope to build confidence.
Change of Lead through the Jog
(Training Tip) Practice coming back from lope to jog,
don’t transition to lope again until your horse is
relaxed, balanced and not anticipating.

Changes of direction can be executed in the following
ways:
•
•

Half circles with or without a change of rein
Serpentines
Turn on the forehand
Turn on the haunches
Half pirouette
Change of lead (simple change through the
walk, through the jog, or flying change)

Simple Change of Lead through the Walk
(Training Tip) When coming back from lope to walk,
if your horse gets on the forehand, pulls, or runs on,

Right-angled turns
Through the short and long diagonal
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keep him in the walk and move his shoulders around,
turn on the hind, reverse arch, until he transfers his
weight back over his hocks.

starting the horse in this movement, allow him to
travel forward a little so that he is less likely to stand
on himself and lose confidence.

Flying Change
(Training Tip) Ensure that you can counter canter
easily, changing the flexion, to and away from the lead,
haunches to each lead, leg-yield to each lead before
attempting this movement.

Turn on the Haunches
(Training Tip) Here we are asking the horse to pivot
on the hindquarters towards the bend. Make sure the
horse’s nose comes first and your outside leg aid is
back far enough to secure the hindquarters.

Release of Rein
(Training Tip) Push both hands forward slowly and
evenly to test self-carriage, the horse should hold his
frame.

Walk Pirouette
(Training Tip) Different to a turn on the haunches,
because all four feet stay in a four-beat walk rhythm,
back feet on a smaller circle than the front. Being able
to ride, shoulder-in, haunches-in and half-pass make
this easier for both horse and rider to execute.

Leg-Yield
Training Tip) Keep the horse parallel to the long side
as you practise, moving equal amounts of forward and
side-ways, away from a very slight flexion. The horse
should cross evenly front and back with your aid
giving leg in the number two leg position.

Working Half-Pirouette
(Training Tip) Once a very collected lope is
established, ask for only a couple of working halfpirouette steps at a time, while training, this is an
advanced movement and requires your horse to be
strong and very well balanced on his hind.

Shoulder-In
(Training Tip) too much bend in the horse’s neck to
the inside will displace the horses shoulders to the
outside, making this movement almost impossible to
ride on the required three tracks. This is a test of
shoulder mobility and the horse needs to be obedient
to the inside leg and outside rein.

An article copied from Horse Listening. Originally
published here.
Why We Dressage: The Rider

Haunches-In (Travers)
(Training Tip) Riding down the long side, bend to the
inside, hindquarters to the inside creating three to
four tracks. The riders inside leg says forward and
bend, the outside leg maintains the hindquarters in off
the fence.

Dressage (in French) = To Train
It stands to reason, then, that all horse riders should
learn dressage, even while specializing in their chosen
discipline. I'm not talking about the type of dressage
that it takes to get into a show ring well enough to put
down a great score (which isn't a bad thing to do for
sure), but the kind that teaches riders fundamental
skills that are the basis of all good movement.

Haunches-Out (Renvers)
(Training Tip) Start down the long side in shoulderin, then change the bend to the outside, the quarters
should remain on the fence, the shoulders off the fence
creating three to four tracks.

This is not to say that different riding disciplines don't
teach effective skills. Far from it. But because dressage
training is rooted in the absolute basics that all horses
will go through (whether or not the riders are aware),
time spent on developing the dressage in the rider is
never wasted! Dressage can be a powerful addition to
your regular riding program.

Half-Pass
(Training Tip) Ensure that your horse is comfortable
with, shoulder-in, haunches-in and leg yielding before
asking for this movement.
Zig-Zag
(Training Tip) this is a movement where, for
example, you go from half-pass left to half-pass right.
Allow your horse a moment of straightness going from
one to the other.

ALL disciplines use circles, straight lines, suppleness,
transitions, energy from the hind end, and more. ALL
riders can benefit from learning how to use their aids
effectively, even if they ride in different tack with a
different body position. Because in the end, "all horses
have a head, a tail and four legs - and gravity sucks the
same way for all of them!" (*credit for that quote goes
to my long time awesome dressage instructor)

Turn on the Forehand
(Training Tip) Here we are asking the horse to move
the hind quarters away from the bend at a halt. When
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Here is what dressage can do for you, the rider.

break a horse's life. Many riding problems and even
lameness’s can be corrected by achieving "connection"
- that amazing feeling of the looseness of a horse that
is moving confidently forward into your rein contact
and responding to your subtle aids despite the great
energy he is offering.

1. Education
Let's start with the main reason. Riders from all
disciplines will benefit from the fundamental
instruction that is rooted in dressage. There is a
reason that terms and phrases such as "inside leg to
outside rein," "forward" and "hind end engagement"
are pervasive in all riding arenas. While they are
technically taught in dressage, they are applicable to
all sorts of riding activities.

This is another life-long quest that can be beneficial to
all disciplines.
5.

Movement is another essential part of dressage - but
in reality, it is necessary for any kind of horse related
activity. Movement is what we're all after, and
good gaits are desired in all riding styles, whether it be
under saddle, in harness or at liberty. You'd be amazed
at how much an educated rider can influence the
quality of their horse's movement.

Riders who have spent some time learning the
dressage basics will always have those skills to inform
their future endeavours. Many riders from various
disciplines use dressage techniques in their daily
riding activities - not to take to the dressage ring, but
to take to their preferred ring. Knowing what to do,
why and when to use a technique or skill can make a
huge difference in both the short and long term
success of the rider.
2.

Dressage concepts are extremely relevant for all
horses and disciplines. Adding a little dressage into
your regular riding routine can make a huge difference
in the level of success in your chosen field. Don't take
my word for it. Just listen to your horse!

Seat Use

When you hear "dressage," you probably instantly
think "seat." The whole concept of using the seat as the
beginning and end of balance, communication and
"aiding" is a core teaching of dressage. When riders
lack an educated seat, they likely spend their rides
being reactive, out of balance, and ultimately, on the
ground after an unplanned dismount.
Learning to use the seat effectively takes years of
practice and is one of those things that you never stop
developing, but every horse will benefit from your
dressage-acquired seat.
3.

Independent Aids

Another main component of dressage is to get the
riders to use their aids independently of each other. So
when the seat is balancing or asking for more
engagement, the hands are not pulling but still
adequately containing the energy that is delivered to
them. The elbows might be soft but toned while the
hands are closed and not letting the reins out. The seat
does its job while the legs stay inactive and on the
horse's sides until more energy is required.
It takes a considerable amount of coordination to be
able to work each body part independently from the
other, but it can be done.
4.

Quality Movement

Connection/Contact

Dressage riders spend a large amount of time on both
contact and connection, and for good reason.
Communication with the horse is critical in all
endeavours and the way we communicate can make or
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Calendar of Events
WA
April:

14th State Western Dressage Show,
Foxwood Wattle Grove

May:

12th Clinic Liz Tollarzo, Magenup,
Wandi

QLD cont’d:
NQQHA – North Qld

July:

14th Sanctioned Western Dressage
Show, Foxwood Wattle Grove

May:

4th – Western Dressage Clinic with Viv
Wearing, Innisfail

September:

8th Clinic, Foxwood Wattle Grove

June:

22nd Western Dressage Show, Innisfail

October:

6th Sanctioned Western Dressage
show, Foxwood Wattle Grove

November:

24th Sanctioned Western Dressage
show, Foxwood Wattle Grove

VICTORIA

QLD
Maryborough
June:

22/23

July:

27/28

September:

7/8

October: State Show 4, 5, 6
WD SE Qld
April:

20/21 Dalby

May:

18/19

June:

8/9

July:

13/14 Dalby

August:

24/25

October:

12/13

May:

26th Western Dressage Show,
Victoria’s Stables, Pakenham South

June:

23rd Western Dressage Show,
Victoria’s Stables, Pakenham South

July:

14th Western Dressage Show, Kilmore
(venue to be advised)

August:

24th Western Dressage Show,
Victoria’s Stables, Pakenham South

October:

12th Western Dressage Show,
EF Butler Reserve, Tyntynder

November:

16th Western Dressage Show,
Victoria’s Stables, Pakenham South

Details of all competitions can be found at:
https://nominate.com.au/EquestDn/Nominate.aspx?e
ventlist=32
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Show Results – January to March 2019
Please note: the following may not include all sanctioned shows held during this period.
Western Dressage Association of Queensland – Maryborough
26 & 27 January 2019
Basic Level
Rider
Adrienne
Thomson
Michelle
Winston
Hannah
Weimers
Melissa
Dodds
Lauren
Brockhurst
Steve Thake

Horse

Basic C

Eskdale
West
Judgement
Day
Wataphrase

1st

Command A
Scotch
Glenlock
Vegas
Nilton
Masterpiece
ALS
Chipalooga

Basic D

Ch/Res

1st

Champion

3rd

2nd

Reserve
Champion

4th

3rd

5th

4th

Youth Basic
C

Youth Basic
D

Youth
Ch/Res

1st

1st

Champion
Youth

2nd

2nd

Reserve
Champion
Youth

2nd

5th

Madison
Dunning
Level 1
Rider
Catherine
Woodbridge

Horse
Rockin The
Blues

1A

1B

1st

1st

Ch/Res

Youth 1A

Youth 1B

Youth
Ch/Res

Youth 1C

Youth
Ch/Res

Champion

Western Dressage Association of Victoria
24 February 2019
Basic & Level 1
Rider
Anne Beck
Anne
Melinger
Donna
Sadler
Michelle
Nolan
Terri-Ann
Dietzel

Horse

Basic B

Colonel
Cosgrove
Moka Uma

1st

Abbsolute

3rd

Prince Corone

4th

JY Destiny By
Choice

5th

1C

Ch/Res

1st

2nd
2nd

3rd
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Youth Basic
B

Western Dressage Association of Western Australia
24 February 2019
Basic Level
Rider

Horse

Karen
Waddell
Kim Maclean
Miriam
Connor
Marg
Connolly
Pam Nelson

Tacoen Lord
Lennie
My Kid Rock
Qualia
Radiant
Perfect Choice

=1st

4th

=1st
2nd

1st
2nd

3rd

5th

Wundurra
Sirocco
Lunar Illusion

4th

Mia-Jane
Perry

Basic A

Basic B

5th

Ch/Res

Youth Basic
A

Youth Basic
B

Youth
Ch/Res

Reserve
Champion
Champion

3rd

Level 1
Rider

Horse

1A

Beth Noble
Bec Lockyer

Krystelle Park Mercury Rising
Gunnerpartyhardcalboy

1B

1st
2nd

1st
2nd

Ch/Res

Youth 1A

Youth 1B

Youth
Ch/Res

Champion
Reserve
Champion

Western Dressage Association of Queensland – Maryborough
9 & 10 March 2019
Basic Level
Rider
Gita Thomas

Horse

Basic B

Basic E

1st

1st

2nd

=4th

Madison
Dunning

Shiney Nu
Addition
Glenlock
Vegas
Radical
Bartender
Eskdale
West
Judgement
Day
Cusworth
Celebration

Catherine
Woodbridge
Lauren
Brockhurst

Rockin The
Blues
Nilton
Masterpiece

Melissa
Dodds
Natasha
Laycock
Adrienne
Thomson

Ch/Res

Youth Basic
B

Youth Basic
E

Youth
Ch/Res

1st

2nd

Youth
Reserve
Champion

2nd

1st

Youth
Champion

Champion

3rd
4th

2nd

=5th

=4th

=5th

5th

Reserve
Champion

3rd

Level 1
Rider

Horse

Gita Thomas

Shiney Nu
Addition
Rockin The
Blues
Nilton
Masterpiece

Catherine
Woodbridge
Lauren
Brockhurst

1C

1D

Ch/Res

1st

1st

Champion

2nd

2nd

Reserve
Champion

Youth 1C

3rd

Youth 1D

Youth
Ch/Res

1st

Level 2
Rider
Mandy
Camfferman

Horse
Mondure
Dunitlikeacowboy

2A
1st

2B
1st

Ch/Res
Champion
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Youth 2A

Youth 2B

Youth
Ch/Res

WDAQ 9 & 10 March 2019 cont’d:
Level 3
Rider
Mandy
Camfferman
Thea Griffin

Horse

3A

Mondure
Dunitlikeacowboy
RKN Whiz Bang

3B

Ch/Res

1st

1st

Champion

2nd

2nd

Reserve
Champion

Youth 3A

Youth 3B

Youth
Ch/Res

North Queensland Quarter Horse Association
9 March 2019
Basic Level
Rider
Teresa
Russo
Julie Sain
Hanna
Corica
Zoe
Gravagna
Zoe
Gravagna

Horse
One Roan
Rose
Little Peppys
Princess
Haverbecks
Luna
Hollywood
Chandel
Ditto

Basic A

Basic C

Ch/Res

Youth Basic
A

Youth Basic
C

1st

2nd

Champion

2nd

1st

Reserve
Champion

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

4th

=3rd

2nd

=1st

5th

=3rd

3rd

=1st

Youth
Ch/Res

Youth
Champion
Youth
Reserve
Champion

Level 1
Rider
Teresa Russo
Julie Sain
Zoe
Gravagna

Horse
One Roan
Rose
Little
Peppy’s
Princess
Ditto

1A

1C

1st

2nd

2nd

1st

Ch/Res

Youth 1A

Reserve
Champion
Champion

3rd

1st
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Youth 1C

Youth
Ch/Res

